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U-Pass finally arrives at Columbia
After a year-long battle between students and administrators, the CTA's U-Pass program is up and running
JAMES BOOZER

Editor-in-Chief
Nearly two years after the
Chicago Transit Autho rity {CTA)
unveiled the U-Pass, a new transit
card for college students, and after
numerous protests by students,
Columbia has decided to join other
colleges and universities around
Chicago in accepting the CTA's UPass program .
" It was overwhe lming that the
students wanted the U-Pass," said
Art Burton, director of minority
affairs at Columbia. Burton was
appointed by Jean Lightfoot Lee,
Columbia's Dean of Students to
oversee the U-Pass program for the
college.
University Pass or U-Pass, is a
program that the CTA describes as
"a unique so lution to common
school transportation problems,"
like limited on-campus parking,
traffic congestion, gas and parking
expenses.
The goal of the program is to
provide over I 00,000 full -time stu-

Santi Vltayaudom shows off his U-Pass. The pass cost Columbia students

$65.

dents, who attend a college or university in Chicago and the surrounding suburbs, with unlimited
rides on a ll CTA trains and buses.
Students pay a flat fee ranging
from $60 to $70 [ the fee based on
the school you attend] per term as
a part of their regular activity fee.
If they choose, students could use
their student aid funds to pay for
the pass.
The program, according to the
CTA, is customized to fit the needs
of each school, regardless of size.
In an interview with the Chronicle
last spring, the director of the UPass program, Calvin Peete said
that U-Pass fees are based on
enrollment information that colleges subm it to the Illinois Board
of Higher Education.
The CTA charges 50 cents per
full -time student per semester day
according to that information. The
fee averages out to about $60 per
semester for each students, according to Peete.
R. M ichael DeSalle, Columbia's
SEE U-PASS, PAGE 2

Committee begins search for Duff's successor
JOTHAM SEDERSTROM

Campus Editor
Due to Columbia President John B. Duff's announcement to retire at the end of this academic year, a committee and search firm have convened in hopes of seeking a
successor.
As provided for in Columbia's by-laws, a twelve-member search committee has begun listening to the concerns
of facul ty and staff. The firm Educational Management
Network was hired in late July to assist. In September,
Mary~Elizabe th Taylor, a consultant with EMN, listened
to the concerns of Columbia's faculty and administrators,
and will return to speak with students later this month.
"This is a process entirely driven by the search committee," Taylor said. "The committee is making all the

decisions."
According to Taylor, the search will be nationwide.
Advertisements have been posted, letters have been prepared and info rmation has been placed on Co lumbia 's
Web site in hopes of recruiting someone by February.
"We're just getting started," said A lton Harris,
Chairman of the Board of Trustees. "We're working now
to develop a profile of the characteristics that we're
looking for in a new president."
A written profile will be distributed throughout the
community and nationwide sho rtly after the firm's second campus visit. Afterward with the details and characteristics of Columbia's new president agreed upon, the
search fmn, according to Taylor, will enter a quiet phase
of actively recruiting potential successors.
Under Columbia's by-laws, the board of trustees will
nominate at least two people for the position.

"We' ll be talking to people throughout the country, but won't be able to
share that until a dec ision is made,"
Taylor sa id.
Accord ing to Bert Gall,Columbia's
Provost and Executive Vice President,
this is only the second occasion in 30
years where a search committee has
been necessary. The last time was in
1992 when Duff replaced Mike
Alexandroff, who had been president
of Columbia since the early 1960s.
Previously, Duff was the commissioner of the pub lic library system
while the Harold Washington building
was under construction, but he has
been involved in higher education
since 1960 when he taught history at
Seton Hall University in New Jersey.
Since his role as president, Duff has
helped double the board of trustees
from 20 members when he arrived, to
approximately 4 5 today. In addition,
Columbia has acquired eight new
buildings under his administration and
Roe HART/CHRONICLE
enrollment has skyrocketed.
-- -- - - - "I hope that I' ll be remembered for
---------=J=-0
;:,.:-H-"N_.;::B~. _D_ U_F_ F
____ j
bringing the college more into the mainstream of highersuggested he stay while the accreditation process was
under way.
education," Duff said.
"Columbia has been very fortunate to have him,"
Although he is under contract for another four years as
a consultant overseeing alumni visitation, Duff has plans
Harris said. "He's led the school through a very ambito, "rest awhile and see what happens." Initially he
SEE SEARCH , PAGE 2
planned on retiring last year, but the board of trustees
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Columbia's Part-Time Faculty Union (P-FAC), after negotiating
with the administration, signed a three-year contract in September
which affected the job security and benefits of nearly 400 teachers
who participated in the bargaining unit.
A lthough, "Things are going so much more smoothly than
expected," according to Jack Behrend, a member of P-FAC's
steering committee, the group has ran into a snag with the carrier
providing its health benefits. The issue, he says, will likely be a
negotiating poi nt for the next contract.
"I can't say we've had great success with them," said Behrend
of the Anne-Arbor, Michigan-based agency. "The real problem is
findong an onsurance carrier that will cover part-time faculty."
Sonce early September various members of P-FAC have
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approached the carrier with questions concerning their benefits. '---cmi:y;,;p;:es;;m;ea·ab.iiUi:'ilihi~(j"()fcoTwnbia~5-filciiJiY:rrierribe~i5.-·-'
Phone calls regarding whether pre-existing conditions are covered
During the 1999 spring semester there were approximately 279 fullin the benefits, have yet to be returned.
time faculty members, according to records.
"In the negotiating process they sent us material and returned our
While there were nearly 975 part-time faculty, representing .
phone calls," Behrend said."
approximately 70 percent of all credit hours, their salary has only
The health insurance agency will be discussed further after an
reflected about I 0 percent of Columbia's budget, according to
election in November determines who the seven members of PBehrend.
FAC's steering committee will be. The committee, according to
The contract promises a salary hike of $2,000 to $3,000, up from
Behrend, will establish policy for the union.
$1,482. The raise is being determined by a "seven-step ladder"
" It's our goal to get through the year without one grievance,"
based on the total credit hours and years a part-time teacher has
Behrend said. " We ' re trying to get people to talk to each other
taught at Columbia. A teacher with at least one-and-a-half years and
before problems get serious."
nine credit hours under the belt, for example, will receive $2,000,
Like any product ive union, P-FAC is currently recruiting. " We' re
the minimum wage for a part-timer.
looking for new blood," sa id Behrend who stipulates there are
"I think in the long run the new contract will improve the partapproximately 400 people participating in the bargaining unit and
time staff to be more of an investment to the school," said Pete
300 active members-paying dues of $60 per semester. The union is
Insley, a part-time science and math teacher. " It's better for the stusearching for more people to act as representatives for each of
dents ."
Columbia's academic departments. For every I 0 members in a
Students will benefit because now, more than ever, faculty memdepartment there is one representative.
bers will look forward to teaching and will less likely leave
" Right now," said Joe Liacona, President of P-FAC, "we're just
Columbia for higher paying institutions, according to Behrend who
learning how to live with the contract."
noted the pay raises would not affect student tuition.
Formed in 1993, P-FAC, the first part-time union agreement in
" When you're treated with respect, you tend to bring a different
the nation, was created to secure part-time employment at a college
attitude to your job," Behrend said. "There has definitely been a
where full-timers had already been enjoying health benefits, yet
change in attitude."
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Vice President of Finance, says the college
will spend between $380,000 to $415,000
for the U-Pass program this semester. Once
final enrollment figures are in, the college
will then issue a check to the CTA.
The U-Pass program was rejected twice
by college administrators during the 19981999 school year based on its availability
and cost. However, after student protests
for and against the pass and a student preregistration survey conducted last spring,
the college felt the time had come to implement the program.
"We knew we were going to get a backlash from students that didn't want it, and
we wanted to make sure that there were
going to be enough students that were going
to participate," said Lee in an interview
with the Chronicle last spring.
There remains some concern from school
officials over the up-front fee Columbia has
to pay to the CTA for the U-Pass and the

fact that students who didn't want the UPass had no choice but to pay for it.
" We didn't feel it was fair for all of
Columbia' s full-time students to pay for the
pass if some ofthem didn't want it,"
DeSalle said.
One of the biggest probiems that the CTA
and the U-Pass program continues to face is
implementation of the U-Pass program on
the suburban bus division of the Regional
Transportation Authority (RTA), Pace and
on Metra. Neither Pace or Metra have
joined with the CTA to fully expand the UPass program into the suburbs. " I don't
know why that wasn't considered [in the
beginning)," Burton said.
In an interview with the Chronicle in
February of 1998, Jeff Morales, executive
vice president for management and performance at the CTA, didn't feel at the time
that it was a major concern of the CTA to
have Pace on board.
"We would like to have Pace with us, but
we plan to move ahead with this program,"
Morales said.
There is no word whether talks between
the CTA and Pace regarding the U-Pass
have continued since the program was

unveiled in 1998, and there are no reported
talks between Metra and the CTA about the
U-Pass.
There are important advantages students
have with using their U-Pass. They can simply show their pass and receive discounts at
many museums, major attractions, restaurants, theaters and other locations around
Chicago.
Currently, the discounts range from " Buy
one, get on free" admis:;ion at the John
Hancock observatory to I 5 percent off items
at Carson's Pirie Scott, according to the
CTA. A full listing of participating retailers
giving students using the U-Pass discounts
is available on the CTA's Web site at
www.yourcta.com/maps/upassusave.html.
It remains to be seen however if the colleges participating in the U-Pass program
will work with the CTA to implement
changes that would allow for more students
to become involved in the program or to
continue to work toward making the UPass more appealing to schools that have
yet to join the program. CTA officials will
continue to review the program for possible
changes in the future.
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tious and important growth period."
According to Taylor, despite Duff's extensive backgro und in higher-education, the search committee has not limited the position by
requiring such experience.
"I think it's curious that sometimes people feel it isn't necessary
for a person to have a background in higher-education," Duff said.
" I think it's very important."
Duff may well be remembered for overseeing the college's
growth, but with each of the search committee's I 2 members representing separate departments, there will likely be different notions
of what qualities will be necessary for the president to possess.

David Blumenthal, Student Organization Council (SOC)
Chairperson and Student Union Movement (SUM) interim
Chairperson. According to Blumenthal, who has witnessed, "the
homestretch of Duff's administration," the new president needs to
place a higher value on communicating with students and student
organizations.
"Students have seen the cost of tuition rise exponentially,"
Blumenthal said. "I'd like to see a president who would limit tuition
hikes." Despite his belief that Duff " hasn' t been hugely visible to
the students," Blumenthal agreed it was important to find someone
with a knowledge of higher-education.
"Leadership is important," said Gali, referring to a necessary
characteristic of the new president "But we're also looking for
someone who has a compelling comlnitment to the college's mis-

sion."

INKLINOS...

Around Campus

Pres ident o f Columbia, John B. Duff's decision to
create the position of vice-pres ident of academic
affai rs was still causi ng controversy at Friday 's
College Council meeting . Duff, who appointed Dr.
Samuel Floyd to the pos it ion o ver the summer,
explained his rational and answered questions from
concerned faculty members. The College Council
meeting--attended by chairs from Columbia 's academic departments--convenes one Friday per month at
I 0 am in the Res idence Hall:
Duff: " It has come to my attent ion that my vice-president decis ion is not too popular... It was not appropriate to vote on (the decis ion) from the council. You
have always said there is a need for strong academ ic
leadership. I' m surprised that w hen I do, many o f you
disagree. I can take that. That 's w hat I' m paid for.
Bert Gall has accepted my decision. When some,
inappropriately, approached the chair of the counci l,
it on ly strengthened my decision."
Faculty member for th e interac tive multimed ia
depa rtm ent, Dan Din ello : "S ince you're leav ing at
the end o f the year but we' re stay ing, shouldn' t the
facu lty have been involved in the decision?"
Duff: " ! got your letter where you asked why Gall
was to be relieved of his financ ial responsibi lities but
Gall hasn't been in charge of that since 1993. I think
it wo uld be wise to know what you are talking about
fi rst be fore aski ng these questions ...! won't delay or
procrastinate a difficult decis ion."

D O NNIE S EALS .J R . /CH R O N ICL E

Matthew Burton enjoys being taught how to roll film during an interactive media photo course.

A trip down memory lane
Sport's Editor, Benjamin Trecroci, looks back on four years as a student at Columbia College
BENJAMIN TRECROCJ

Sports Editor
Leaving home for the first time. Feeling excited, scared
and a little homesick. It's all part of that first year at college. Completing Financial Aid forms, standing in neverending lines during registration, all the while trying to
figure out how exactly a Direct Loan is helpful.
Walking into that fi rst class and looking around the
room at complete strangers and wondering if any of your
classmates are going to become a friend or whether the
instructor is going to ever stop talking.
In that first year, people talk about which high s~hool
they are from and what their major is, if they even have
one for that matter. Then, in what seems to be a
Columbia tradition, the instructor will have students tell a
little about themselves in a quick 20-second monologue.
For some reason, someone in the class always tries to be
funny and break the ice by saying something about their
hometown or not having a major, etc.
Some people go to college to meet people, while others
are going too simply learn (what a concept}. Even the
most educated s tudents are eventually going to meet
someone that may tum out to be a longtime friend.
In some classes, a group breaks off and starts to hang out
after class, w hether it is going to lunch at the exqui site
Harrison Snack Shop or taking a walk in Grant Parkyou finally feel that you are adj usting to college life.
Still, in the back of your mind, you wonder whether these
people that yo u' re hanging out with are going to say "Hi"
to you in a year or will they just become another face in
the elevator.
Being a ·commuter schoo l, Columbia is a hard place to
make friends. With only the s loping stoop outside the

Wabash Building as a common hangout, people are more
in tune to going to class and then leaving to the ir own
life. The school has made an effort to bring more community by improving the Underground Cafe and adding a
Student Center on the third fl oor of the Wabash Building
(which really is only an abandoned classroom with
couches instead of desks).
A lso, the school hosts a Back-to-School Jam at the
H ilton & Towers, which has all the looks of a high school
dance. On the dance floor, with the humming of the bass
reaching inside you, people who barely know each other
are getting down to the beat while others are trying to
stay out of sig ht. In one co mer is a lonely shy freshman
looking for someone to talk to and in the other corner is
the outgoing person talk ing to everyone that is near them .
Those who are living at the Residence Center or in an
apartment with roommates will find out right away how
far from home they are. One of the most noticeable
changes is the food factor. T he home cooked dinnertime
is replaced by a prim itive hunt for the cheapest or the
easiest thing to make that hopefully will taste decent. By
the time that last package of Ramen Noodles is tender
and ready to eat, you find yourself calling home and
hearing w hat your family was eating that night.
The real advantage to leaving home is to come and go
as you please, unless you have a noisy roommate that
always wants to know where you went. No more sneaking in or out o f the house, no more asking for the keys to
the car- just absolute independence.
Over the next few y ears, you will meet people, some of
whom may eventually become long-time friends. The
only adv ice is to enjoy your experience at Columbia,
because it is one of the most unique places you will ever
be a part of.

---Kimberly Brehm, Assistant Editor

In other news
Writer and ed itor Bob Per longo has joined the
Engl ish Department as a part-time instructor; he currently teaches two sections of " Introduct ion to
College Writing." Perlongo previous ly taught writing
at the University o f Iowa and served for sixteen years
as Executive Editor of Northwestern Univers ity's
Triquarterly magazine. He has also published nonfiction in the New York Times Almanac, the Kenyon
Review and Playboy.

Where to be, who to see, and what to know
in
Chicago and on campus
................................................
October 7. A leading poet of the Beat generation, and
author of the poetry collection "A Coney Island of the
Mind," which has sold over a mill ion copies,
Lawrence Ferlinghetti will give a poetry reading
sponsored by the English Department's undergraduate
poetry program. Ferlinghetti will begin at 5:30 in the
600 S. Michigan Avenue Ferguson Theatre ......The
opening reception and awards presentation of the 7th
Annual Hokin Honors Exhibition, fe aturing works
of pa inting, photography, dig ita l media, installation,
sculpture, interior design, and multi-media. The
reception begins at 6 pm in the Hokin Gallery at 623
S. Wabash Avenue
October 7 thru 9. A repertory performance from
Chicago's jazz dance company o pens the Dance
C enter's 1999-2000 season. T he performance begins
at 8 pm in the Dance Center at 4730 N. Sheridan
Road.
October 8 thru 17. Cog in the Freak Plan. Directed
by Ron Biegansk i, this TeenStreet T heater presentation pl unges into the hip-hop, post-funk fantasies of a
pregnant teen trying to teach her unborn baby to live
all lives at once. T he hip-hop, post-funk fanta sies are
located at 72 East II th Street New Studio Theater.
Contact (31 2) 344-6 I 26 for show times.
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The Columbia College
Presidential Search Committee
needs your input.
What qualities should Coluntbia's
next president have?

This is your opportunity
to be heard!
·
Wednesday, October 6, 1999
3:30 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Hokin Annex

Friday, October 8, 1999
9:30 a .m. - 11:00 a.m.
Ferguson Theater
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Hey Columbia College Students
Argo Federal Savings Bank
Is the bank for YOU!
•

We are close - across the street in Dearborn Station
( 47 W. Polk St.)

•

Our Accounts are great

(open with only $ 10o.oo)

Checking with no minimum balance
and no monthly fee
Savings with just a $100.00 minimum:

A TM card while you wait.
•

Convenient Hours -

•

We will treat you like an adult.

•

And we have a great Survival bag for You!

9:00 to 6:00 Monday - Friday
9:00 to l :00 on Saturday

Bring your Drivers License a long w ith your student Id or registration papers

FDIC Insured

STUDENTS & FACULTY
Auditorium Garage
Southeast Corner
Congress and Wabash Avenue

Discount Parking for
Students & Faculty
Day and Night
All rates include City Parking Tax

First Hour

$5.00

Over 2 Hours to 5 Hours

$7.00

Over 1 Hour to 2 Hours

$5.50

Over 5 Hours to 12 Hours

$8.00

Over 12 Hours to 24 Hours $9.00
Validate your parking ticket at school.
Discount only applies to the first 24 hours.

m

Phones: the wave
of the future? to

Crazy new technology may be the answer
Columbia's frustrating registration process

ou first-year Columbia students better not
complain. Back in the day, when I was in
my first year at Columbia, we didn't have a
U-Pass; if you wanted to ride the CTA, you got your
own blasted card, and it didn't
even have your picture on it!
And if that card ran out of
money and you didn't have any
spare change in your pocket,
you walked home, you did!
Of course, that's all different now. One year, 3,000
Chronicle rants, numerous
protests and a few picket lines
later, the U-Pass is here and
queer.
BILLY O'KEEFE
Yep, life is pretty good
VIEWPOINTS/NEW
these days at Columbia. Still,
MEDIA EDITOR
in spite of all this good news
and cheer, the grumbl ing
remains. I guess some people are never satisfied.
Miserable babies.
In fact, that's a half-truth, because while they may
be miserable, it would be unfair to label anyone who
survived a Columbia registration a baby. When I
walked down to the Chronicle office two weeks ago
after a hearty lunch of exactly one french fry and a bottle of peach lemonade, I was greeted by a long line of
confused and frustrated future Columbialites. To this
line, I could see no beginning or end; perhaps it had
neither. Maybe the poor saps just filed in like magnets
because they thought they were getting something

Y

EDITORIAL

If we build it, will they come?
Columbia's decision to embark on a $60 million building program may not be a wise one
Building on the momentum to expand Columbia's cam pus, school officials have announced plans to develop a $60
mi ll ion building program geared toward increasing commercial g rowth in the South Loop. Such a move would be
greatly welcomed in the once-neglected neighborhood that
has seen a dramatic boom in residential construction in
recent years, but only small increases in commercial construct ion.
While we applaud school offic ials' efforts to not on ly
expand our campus, but help revitalize the South Loop, we
can't help but wonder if the decision to do so at this time is
beneficial to everyone involved. As the state's fifth largest
private college and one of the area's largest property owners, Columbia has quite a lot to gain with this proposed
building program and in another sense, a lot to lose.
The plan ranges from creating a signature look for the
coll ege to att racting art galleries, coffee shops and other
businesses that will cater to students, faculty and visitors.
The crown jewel of the revitalization effort would be the
new, multi-purpose building that would be built at 724 S.
Wabash housing a student union , meeting rooms and either
a fitness center or movie theater. All of this may sound
good at first glance, but there are other factors school officials may be leaving out.
Columbia's spring 1999 se mester enrollment for new
undergraduate and g raduate student unexpectedly dropped
resulting in a budget shortfall of up to $2 million dollars.
Many academic and administrative departments had to
make cuts their budgets for the remainder of the spring
semester and 250 classes were canceled.
With enrollment levels changing with each new semester, is it wise to expand by acquiring new buildings and creating more space in existing fac il ities if there is no guarantee we will have enough new students using those faci lities? Despite enrollment increas ing 46 percent between
1988 and 1998, there are no definite indications that thi s
rate of growth will continue into the next century.
EDITOON

Why not use the $60 mill ion to improve what we
already have? Unlike many other institutions its size,
Columbia is still far behind in areas of technological development and student services. Students still have to suffer
the grind of the registration process every semester. The
college has yet to provide students with e-mai l accounts, as
tentative plans to begin this process remaining in the developmenta l stages. There is no parking faci lity owned and
operated by the college for students and faculty membersremember folks, Columbia is considered a commuter college.
And let's not forget about the U-Pass, which a fter more
than a year since it was unveiled by the Chicago Transit
Authority, Columbia is now finally on board. Why not
devote our efforts to these and other items that can and will
benefit everyone in the Columbia com munity first before
moving on to bigger things?
For the co llege to embark o n such a large building plan
now may mean that, in the long run, o ther college facil ities
and services may su ffer. Despite the fact that we are growing, surely it would have made more sense to ensure that all
ex isting buildings and administrative services were in good
working order, before splashing out on new properties.
Let's face it, Columbia isn't bursting at the seams with
students pouring out of its buildings. Sure there are departments that need to expand due to their enrollment or other
factors, but the college has acquired a total of 1.3 million
square feet of space since it purchased its first bui lding in
the South Loop in 1976. While we can't speak for the
entire student body, we can assume they would prefer having better services and adequate facilities than exterior
lights outside the II 04 S. Wabash building and lamp-post
banners.
We encourage school officials to continue to come up
with new ideas on how to improve Columbia, but we
should work toward fix ing what we have before developing
new plans that may be too much, too soon.
BY BILLY O'KEEFE

Editor
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They got something, all right. The prize? A sticker,
and not even one of the scratch-and-sniff variety. Just
a rotten little "Fall '99" sticker to affix to the ir IDs that
says Yes, I am a Columbia student and I don't just play
one on TV.
One by one, wonderstruck students-to-be reached
the front of the line, made their little transaction, and
walked away dejected, barely rewarded and having to
do it all over again, in another line in another building
for who knows what reward (if any).
To the seasoned Columbia veteran, it's all really
quite amusing. But once the laughs subside, what have
we proved? Who, besides myself and my fellow
staffers, really enjoys this? Complaints last year about
the drudgery of registration were second in volume
only to the missing U-Pass. Students clamored for the
ability to sign up for classes over the Internet or at least
with that wacky little gadget the techheads call a telephone. And while other schools made that all happen DePaul's Web-based registration had more fans than
the basketball team when it debuted last year Columbia staffers responded with claims that such
wacky advances are not what students really want, that
we kids like the human touch that registering with a
real, live person gives us.
Not flippin' likely. When I transferred to Columbia
a year ago, I was registered by someone whose name I
never knew, someone who may or may not have had
anything to do with Columbia College. No guidance
was offered, not even a word. He punched some keys,
yawned, and even dozed briefly while I debated with
myself like a nervous idiot. When it was all over, he
made some sort of farewell gesture, and that was that.
I ended up having to repeat the entire process and correct all my mistakes the following week with a qualified adviser. Humans they were, but I was not touched.
I'd like to think that we here at the Chronicle were
somewhat responsible for the college's change of heart
over the fabled U-Pass. I'd also like to think that we
can do it again, this time with registration. Ideally, it
shouldn't be so difficult; while a decent amount ofnonCTA students rightly opposed paying for the U-Pass,
it's hard to imagine that anyone, besides the folks who
would have to build and maintain it, would oppose a
faster, mere convenient system of picking classes.
The staffers on the top floor (or whatever floor
they're on) dutifully listened and responded to our concerns over the U-Pass. Thus, we know they're capable,
and we know they like us. After last year's success,
about the on ly thing we can do for an encore is more of
the same. So to all of you activists, wordsmiths and
loudmouths, here's your next fight. And there's the bell.
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EDITOON

BY BILLY O'KEEFE

M~·· BEArrf, ·ARE. "'tOu
READ~ TO .NlAKE .

POL\TICS ?'

Hey, big mouth!
If you have something to say and can read and/ or write, feel free to submit a guest col·
umn to the Chronicle's VIewpoints page. All submissions will be considered. Articles
have to be at least 700 words In length and must Include the author's name, major, year
In school and either an e-mail address or phone number. If you have any questions or
would like to discuss a topic, feel free to call (312)344-7256 and ask for Billy, or send him
an e-mail at thechronlc@mrbllly.com.

Also In last week's l&sue, Graham Couch's name was omit·
ted hom the caption of the photo of the Chronicle'& promotional advertisement on page 5.
The Chronicle staff regrets the errors.

am a new graduate student here at Columbia and I must admit I
couldn't wait to start the whole "graduate school thing." I felt very
excited about meeting my advisor and registering for my classes. I
didn't even mind walking around the block, up a
flight of stairs and waiting in line to obtain an official copy of my schedule. My enthusiasm was still
there when I signed the "contract," promising
Columbia that I would pay them almost $6,000 for
the semester. I looked through the form and saw a
registration fee for $50, a li brary fee for $30 and
many other fees. One fee that I was disappointed I
did not see was that for the U-Pass.
I immediately asked the female who was assisting me in signing the contract, why there was no fee
for the U-Pass. She then informed me of the shocking news: "Graduate students just don't qualify."
What? How can this be? A full-time student is a
full-time student, so what's the deal? I was looking
forward to taking my goofy picture for the U-Pass,
but that idea quickly changed. How could such a wonderful day prove to
be disappointing?
My understanding of the U-Pass was that it be made available for all
full-time students and to help minimize transportation costs for a small fee
of $60 a semester. All this rings true for all full-time students, except for
full-time graduate students.
There was another graduate student who felt my frustration and immediately blamed the Chicago Transit Authority (CTA). She stated that there
was no reason for them not to include graduate students in the "deal." Of
course I quickly agreed, but at the same time wondered why g raduate students weren't included.
Being an employee ofCTA, I do have the added advantage of riding the
buses and trains for free, but because not all graduate students are employees of the CTA, an explanation was needed.
I started asking around and found that many of my peers felt the same
injustice and blamed the CTA as well. I decided to give the CTA a call to
find out what all this was about.
When I called, I asked to be connected with anyone responsible for the
U-Pass and I was transferred to Calvin Peete, Marketing Deve lopment
Specialist. I asked him what the reasons were for graduate students not
being included and once again, I got some appalling news. This wasn't a
doing of CTA, but of our own college Columbia. Peete then informed me
that "whatever population was chosen by the school, was what CTA dealt
with. The population was totally up to Columbia." Well, well, well. All this
time I thought CTA was the culprit and it appears as though my peers and
I were blaming the wrong group of people. Peete also stated that Loyola
and DePaul have the U-Pass available for their law students and a school
has the right to choose who they want to participate in the U-Pass program.
My thoughts after hearing this quickly changed. Why would Columbia
choose not to involve its graduate students? According to Dr. Lya Dym
Rosenblum, Dean of the Graduate Schools and her message in the graduate school catalogue, there are over 9,000 students enrolled at Columbia,
and 600 are graduate students. Granted there was no indication as to how
many of these graduate students were fu ll-time, but even if the number
were 100, is it still not worth it?
I believe that graduate students deserve the U-Pass as much as an
undergraduate, if not more. Th is is because most of us have what most
undergraduates don't -- outstanding loans. Many of us are at the point of
taking out a loan for the fifth consecutive year (for some this could be the
sixth or seventh) and live on our own and have more debt than imaginable.
Trying to pay for books and the rising cost of tuition, we could benefit from
a transportation break as well.
By no means let me give you the impression that I am saying that some
undergraduates aren't in debt and haven 't accumulated a large amount of
loans, but what I am saying is that if it is good for one set of full-time students, it should be good for all full-time students.
I was unable to speak with anyone at Columbia about the conversation
between Peete and myself, and therefore I haven't gotten their s ide of the
story. But believe me, I wi ll talk to someone and have them answer the
famous question: " Why weren't graduate students given the opportunity to
participate in the U-Pass program?"

l

TH£ TAANSITfON
FROM AC111\k; TO

Corrections and clarifications

Why were graduate students
"passed" on the U·Pass?

Question: What do you think of the U·Pass?

Tameka Hemmons
Senior 1 Graphic Design
"We denrvelt, but since I ride the
Metra, I can't use It"

Carlos
Senior I Sound
"I don't know whatthe U·Passls.•

Stephanie Curtis
Junior 1 Television Writing
"The U·Pa11 11 my new best
friend."

Jason Deuchler
Senior I Film
"No more jumping turnstiles pirate
style.•
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Friendly, articulate, enthusiastic, people oriented students to
work as Student Ambassadors, for the Fall 1999 Open House
on Saturday, November 13th from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Must currently be enrolled at Columbia
with at least a 2.5 g.p.a.
Pays $55.00 for the day, with an optional buffet
for workers following the event.
Applications are avaiable at the Admissions Office
reception desk, 600 S. Michigan, 3rd floor.
Interviews will be conducted
October 26th, 27th, and 28th.
Attendance at a 1 hour training workshop on Wednesday,
November 3rd or Friday, November 5th is mandatory.

.

'

"Do you wanna have fun? Howza bout a good time?

Spend a little time with... FOSSE!"

-l.OS~Tt..ES

AN D111AOilDIIUIIY
CAST OP DANCIIlS
AND SINGIIIS perlorm
the wildly exciting worit
of the legendary
choreographer and
director 801 FOSS!.
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HAUNTl!D

·

HAu·NrED
7759 S. Harlem • Burbank
(708) 598-8580
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TRAILS
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. ~~~ Haunted Hause

Travel through a $250,000500 ft. maze and a 2 story
structure that makes the
Witch Project seem like a
kid's romp in the woods.

CALL FOR
SPECIAL GROUP
PACKAGES
(25 OR MOREl

A

~

Hours
Mon-Thurs
Friday
Saturday
Sun. &
Columbus Day

6-10
6-11
1-11
1-10

AOL Keyword: HALLOWEEN

October 8- 31

$7.00 ADMISSION

• • SPECIAL EVENTS • •
Saturday, Oct. 9

Ol'~WlWC NlCHT
Friday, Oct. 8 (6-10 pm)

All regular paid Haunted
House Admissions will
receive FREE movie
passes to Harlem Corners
Theatres
(at 87th & Harlem)

and

Halloween Day (3-5 pm)

theeightieschannel
103.1wxxy
will make a promotional
visit with its Interactive
Eighties Throwback game
with prizes and music.

FREE DUNKIN' DONUTS

Certificates
with each regular paid
admission to

FREE ~_ with
each regular priced Kid's
admission (12 or under)

HICh Koz as Svengoo!1e on WCIU-TV Channel 26, I~

"Intensive Scare"

(!} .

• Limited quantities
• Valid everyday

• Valid everyday

r - - -M3•1ilillel:M ___ .,Sunday, October 10-6-8:30 pm
1
WIN B-BASH 1
Person_al appearance
1
1
and pnze g1veaways
~
Concert
Tickets
1
r
*3•Iilil•1:M·---.,
1
:

~H.CA0ctober27, 1999

6 :: . ;

I Redeem this coupon at the
I.
I Haunted House ticket window : 1
I or the change booth for one I I
FREE entry to win 2 tickets to

I
B-96's B-BASH
I
. takes place 7:00 pm Oct. 24, 1999 I
I • Drawmg
I • Limit 1 FREE drawing ticket per guest I
1.- --M3•1ililt•J:M-- _.,.

$100

OFF

Admi ssion
"Intensive Scare"
Haunted House
• Valid Mon-Thurs ONLY

I
• Expires Oct. 28, 1999
I • Not valid with other discounts or
I
packages
1.--- COUPON

r_ _ _

COUPON

_ __ .,

1I WIN RICKY MARTIN 1I
1 . Concert Tickets 1

:I .

Octob~r31 , 1999

I

I I Redeem th as coupon for 1 I
I I FREE entry to win 2 tickets to I
I I the RICKY MARTIN Concert I
I
I
I I • Drawing Sunday, Oct. 24, 1999 7pm I
1 I • Redeem
•Limit 1 FREE
drawing ticket per guest I
at Haunted House ticket window
I I
or change booth
I
1.---Met•Iililt•J:M-- _.,.

---.1
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OCT 06 1999
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COLLEGE LffiRARY
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Got the Idea????

ATTENTION ALUMNI OF
The Natlonall'oung Leaders
Conference, Washington, DC
-orThe Natlonall'outh Leadership
forums on Law, !VIedlclne or
Defense
If you are a first or second year student, ·
there is a prestigious on-campus
leadership opportunity we have
been asked to discuss with you.
Please call Toll Free at 1-877-282-4952
no later than October 12. 1999 and ask
to speak with one of the program
co-founders: Barbara or Richard

She's finally coming over, huh?

SOMETHING TELLS US THIS ISN'T
THE BEST TIME TO RUN TO THE BANK.
No biggie, bank online.
Free Internet bankln& with LaSalleOnllne • Free ac:c- to over 350 AlMs around Chlc-ec»
7 checkln& ac:count optlona • Free deblt/ATM card • Transfer funds.,._ LaS.IIe ac:counta

The next t ime you have some banking to do but more pressi ng engagements
ari se, you'll be glad you have a LaSalle checking account with free Internet banking.
It's like having a bank right where you live. Open you r LaSalle
LaSalle
1111 1\ ' ..... . ._ 111, \\," ;.. ~
account at www.lasallebanks.com or call1·800·840·0190.

--...

.........

01.999 LtJS&IIe Otmk N.A., l3Sttlte O&nk 'IIU, Memtwtrt FDIC

I
;

• 1

J .1 4

)

If t ill • ' ~ ~~).·f , l.f O' .)

lnsida tha world of arts and antartainmant
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KIMBERLY A . BREHM

Assistant Editor

The 1960s was a turbulent, emotional decade. There existed an underground movement where teen-agers and young adults were learning to
express themselves in an uninhibited manner for the first time. The music of
the time was unlike any before both political and unifying. Sexual freedom
came into vogue while drug use became more prevalent throughout society. It
was truly the decade of sex, drugs, and rock and roll and no one personified
that image more than Janis Joplin .
Joplin is perhaps one of the best-remembered musicians of the 1960s. She,
along with many others of her time, died
from her own addictions while at the
height of her career. Joplin, who overdosed at the age of 27, left behind a
legacy of music that continues to find
an audience 30 years later.
Love, Janis is a play currently being
performed at the Royal George Theatre.
The play is both a celebration of

There are two actresses who play Joplin. One, Catherine Curtin, is the
speaking Janis. Curtin connects directly with the audience. She looks out as
she speaks aloud the words Joplin once wrote home to her parents and siblings. Joplin did her best to explain why she found it necessary to venture out
on her own while she chased her dream. Her letters reflect a voice that was
both uncertain and yet finm with conviction. Joplin's own words help delve into
the reasons why she shined so bright yet burned out so quickly.
With her vintage clothing and perpetual bottle in her hands, Curtin becomes
Joplin for those watching. Her voice becomes low and intimate when speaking
of her loneliness and becomes shrill and uncontrollable when explaining why
she needs to sing her music. Curtin's perfonmance is spellbinding as she
delves into the inner thoughts of a rock and roll icon.
Two women, Cathy Richardson and Andrea C. Mitrovich play the singing
Janis. Mitrovich, who performed the night reviewed, is nothing short of an
exceptional singer. She gave every song, and there are 19, every performance, all she had. It was easy to envision Mitrovich belting out Joplin's
songs at Woodstock. The clothes were right, the music was rocking, and her
attitude was all encompassing. During the songs Summertime and Me and
Bobby McGee, the audience was singing along while they swayed to the
music. Most exciting was the final song, Get It While You Can, when the audience actually danced in their seats.
The Royal George Theatre, because of its small size, is a very intimate
experience. The night the play was reviewed , there were approximately 200
people in the audience, but one feels as if Joplin is only speaking to you.
Because the theatre is small, the actresses playing Joplin are able to make
eye contact with most of the audience throughout the performance. Joplin
seems to speak of her fears , thoughts and triumphs directly to you. It makes
for a heady experience.
Love, Janis is based on a book by the same name written by Laura Joplin,
Janis' sister. Director Randal Myler captures the book's essence, which is a
biography of Joplin's life. Myler has stayed true to the legacy of the 1960s icon
I
life.
by creating a spectacular, dynamic

-

Joplin's music and a walk
through her life as she went
from a back up singer to a
lead singer in the Big Brother
and the Holding Company band to
one of the most legendary rock
singers of all times.
"Love, Janis" is based on the intimate letters Joplin wrote home while she
ch ased her dream of becoming a rock star. While Joplin's on-stage persona
was one of a woman in control, her letters show her to be a contemplative, sad
young woman. Joplin may have found the success she always wished for, but
the road to get there was hard and full of twists and turns.

ttl I
Most importantly, however, is the musical director Sam Andrew. Andrew
worked with Joplin as the principle songwriter for Joplin's original band, Big
Brother and the Holding Company, and continues his work with Joplin for this
play.
Love, Janis is an open run at the Royal George Theatre at 1641 N. Halsted.
Tickets range from $25 to $45 and can be purchased by calling the Royal
George Theatre Box Office at 312-988-9000.

FREE STUFF FREE STUFF FREE STUFF FREE
Vitality is lookinq for artists to desiqn a cover. Each week a
new Coumbia artists will be featured. Win prizes! Get published! Win concert tickets, qift certificates, cd's or a date .
with Ben, our sexy Sports Editor. All you have to do to win
one or all of these fantastic prizes is come up with a cover for
Vitality. Just drop it off at the Chronicle office on the second
Roor of the Wabash buildinq and you could be a winner! For
more info contact Michael O'Brien @mobrien40@hotmail.com

SHOW US YOUR ART!
FREE STUFF FREE STUFF FftEE STUFF FREE
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Correspondent

If the Oscars were held tomorrow, Steven
Spielberg would be grinning from ear-to-ear, and
everyone associated with his new DreamWorks
production "American Beauty" would be clearing
shelf space.
Green-lighted as soon as Spielberg read the
script more than a year ago, "American Beauty" is
the first true Oscar-monster of the fall and perhaps
the finest directorial debut of the decade.
With amazing tools such as cinematographer
Conrad Hall, composer Thomas Newman, Kevin "I
can do anything" Spacey, and an incredible script
by Alan Ball at his disposal, Sam Mendes (director
of Broadway smashes "Cabaret" and "The Blue
Room ") delivers a masterpiece that is not easily
classified or defined.
What is "American Beauty" exactly? It's a dark
comedy/suspense/drama that peels back and
exposes the lies that layer many American 's lives.
It's a fil m about obsession, both physical and
material; a film that exhibits the crimes far too
many parents are committing; and a movie that,
more than anything else, urges the audience to
ponder the purpose of life. In short it's the most
important film you'll see this year.
Narrated from a fatalistic point of view by Lester
Burnham (Spacey's character) and aided by grainy
home-video footage from an eerie next door neighbor, "American Beauty" changes gears so fast it
will make your head spin. Example: the movie
opens with a taped "someone should kill my father"
confession from Lester's daughter, Jane, and then
exhibits Lester masturbating during his morning
shower as he deadpans, "The rest of the day is all
downhill from here."
The entire cast is superb. Thora Birch (Jane)
glows with innocence and an inner hurt that her
parents ignore, Wes Bentley (Ricky, the video
voyeur/drug dealer next door) pulls off a likeable
iceman harking back to Anthony Perkins' Norman
Bates and Chris Cooper deserves a special award
for his ability to play emotionally wrenching real-life
fathers (remember "October Sky?"). Cooper's turn
as an abusive, homophobic, marine-mad father is
relentless . But great as the supporting cast is ,
"American Beauty" belongs to Annette Bening and
Kevin Spacey.
As the materialistic, "I must succeed at any cost"
Carolyn Burnham, Bening slaps us in the face with
the common dialogue and dim-witted actions that
sound like many career-obsessed parents today.
Carolyn would cry over spilled beer on her silk
couch long before showing a shred of concern for
her husband or daughter.
And then there is Lester Burnham. Lester has
hit what is widely known as a mid-life crisis. But
instead of faithfully shuffling through the boredom
and disillusionment of the realization that his life is
almost over, Lester rebels. Inspired by Ricky, who
becomes his friend in more ways than one, Lester
quits his job, blackmails his boss, and buys a big
red sports car. Obsessed with Jane's best friend,
Angela , a blonde-haired seductress who gets off
on toying with him, Lester begins to work out and
do whatever the hell he wants. Spacey thrives in
the role , producing the darkest, "should-1-be-laughing-at-this?" chuckles I've heard since "Pulp
Fiction."
But amidst the laughter, "American Beauty" produces many moments of unnerving _truth. At one
point Lester stops obsessing over Angela long
enough to ask, "How is Jane?" Realizing Angela
doesn't understand the question, Lester clarifies:
"How is her life? Is she happy?" How many parents really know the answer to that? How many
act as if they don't even care?
Some critics have complained that the closing act
of "American Beauty" is too melodramatic and softhearted for its own good, but I don't believe so.
After tearing down our false beliefs in that ever-elusive American beauty, it's nice to have Ricky and
Lester help us realize that true beauty doesn't
reside in our swell suburban homes, materialistic
collections or anything else money can buy. No,
beauty is all around us. It is inside everyone willing
to realize it. You're right Ricky; even a plastic bag
dancing in the swirling wind is beautiful. And
Lester, I'll never forget your final monologue. One
day we will all know what you are talking about.
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The man don't give a fuck. This
is what the sweat-drenched crowd
at this gig was thinking of the
sound technician. "The Man
Don't Give a Fuck" was also the
last song in a storming set by the
Super Furry Animals, winning
over the fans after an eternity of a
delay beforehand due to sound
difficulties.
Opening with the infectious
"Wherever l Lay My Phone," featuring the health warning lyric
"tumor on the brain/tumor on the
brain," lead singer Gruff Rhys and
company then la unched into
"Fuzzy Logic," before the sound
cut off again. The band eventually
returned to finish the tune before
unleashing "The Teacher" and "Do
or Die" and Gruff greeted the
legions with the Freudian "We're
touring the country in our beautiful mobile pho .... HOME!" which
was parked right
out front.
SFA are one of
the most energetic
bands around, but
t hey also have
slower melodic
moments, as with
"Some Things
Come From
Nothing" and "The
Turning Tide."
Gruff informed us
that the former
was "candy for
your ears," while
the latter showed
how audible and
beautiful Gruffs
Welsh accent can
be : "We're living in
a world of quick sand / c astles on
their keep 1 still

ing tide."
While concentrating on the current
album "Guerilla," the Furries touched
on their first two long-players;
"Demons," from "Radiator," is a track
that just fails to reach musical h eights,
whtle the same album's "Play it Cool" is
effortlessly cool, as the title suggests.
Gruff explained that the song concerned the death of capitalism, but
nobody seemed to care what it was
about.
The punk-rock "Night Vision," from
the lates t album, is a galloping catchy
number. The band's secret weapon,
keyboardist Cian Ciaran, switched to
guitar while Gruff writhed on the floor
screaming the words. The re is no
'

doubt about it,
the Super Furry
Animals would not
be half as compelling without the
keyboards.
The rather weak
single "Fire in my
Heart" preceded
the sublime "Ice
Hockey Hair," and
"The Man Don't
Give a Fuck"
prompted the
token stage-dive r
to do his thing,
only to be shove d
back into t he pit
where h e cam e
from. There is
just something
about the teenager's love of songs containing the Fword (see Rage Against the Machine's
'Killing in the Name' and Radiohead 's
'Creep). Perhaps Billy Ray Cyrus
could have a successful comeback with
a song called 'Achy Breaky Fucking
Heart.'
The Super Furries disappointed
many by omitting their hit single
"Northern Lites," but their breathtaking
hve set ensured that the disappointment was merely temporary.
The Baldwin Brothers and Kid Silver
h ad the unenviable duty of performing
on the same stage as the headlining
Princes of Wales. The Baldwin
Brothers immediately won over the

crowd with their hypnotic
e lectronic sound . Perhaps
they should have teased us
a tad, because every song
began to sound the same,
and the use of samples to
open songs grew tiresome.
The Baldwins have a
sound akin to both French
band Air and Beck, yet the
strong influence of Mr.
Devil's Haircut led to the
suspicion that the Baldwin
Brothers' albums may be
titled "Oh De Hey" and
"Mute Asians."
How Kid
Silver deserved second
billing is a mystery. These
people sound like the worst
version of Sonic Youth, the
worst version of Frank
Black, and the worst version of Echo and the
Bunnyrnen. Only worse.
Ex-Rollerskate Skinny
frontman Ger Whelan
seemed to be going
through the motions, with lyrics such
as "we are the ugly angels, and we ain't
never gonna go away ." The frontman
was getting flack from the crowd and
responded with "there's always o~e
English twat, isn't there?"
To be fair, though, Kid Silver was
never going to gain new fans , as the
sound was one decibel away from turning ears to blood .
For a gig that open ed its doors at 9
p .m . and ended at 2 a.m. , the delays
could have caused a revolt. What prevented this was the knowledge that the
Super Furries would e ventually take
the stage. Utterly worth wait ing for.

Discography
Guerrllla ( 1999)
Radiator ( 1998)
Fuzzy Logic ( 1996)
Gruff Rbys - Vocals, Gu itars,

analogues, claps
Dafydd leuan - Drums, percussion, vocals , piano, claps
Cian Ciaran - Keys, analogues,
vocals, claps
Guto Pryce - Bass, Hammond,
claps, analogues
Huw Dunford - Guitars,
vocals, e-bow, cello, claps
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Please join us in celebrating the out$taffillng ~orks of
Columbia's continuing students at ~· ·
7th Annual Nokln Honors Juried fxhibitlon.
September 27.0ctober 21, 1999
Awards Reception October 7, from 6 :0D-8:00 pm.
New students! VIsit the Nokin 6allery and experience the unique
artistic diversity of Columbia College Chicago.
The Nokln Center
6 2 3 South Wabash, 1st noor
312.344.7898
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I The Sound Corner
MICHAEL O ' BRIEN

Assistant Editor

Chester
Josh Rouse
and Kurt
Wagner
(Slow River)

His voice is a little tired, a little weak,
with a small amount of hope behind it.
His melodies are fresh, yet come off
sounding immediately classic. In a
short time, Josh Rouse's music has
earned a special, valued place in my,
and many other music fan's collections.
Dressed Up Like Nebraska, his debut
cd, was a shining ray of hope-breaking
through the tired alt-country and singersongwriter genre's with mature, understanding lyrics and beautifully orchestrated songs.
With early success comes a great
deal of pressure, and Rouse doesn't
disappoint with his new EP, Chester.
Chester is a collaboration between
Rouse and Kurt Wagne r, lead singer
and songwriter of Lambchop. Rouse
does all the singing and arranges all
the music on Chester, and Wagner is
responsible for the lyrics. Wagner is a
challenging, extremely creative and
odd songwriter. His Lambchop compositions range from hilarious to borderline pornographic. He tones things
down a bit on Chester, wisely understanding what will work best for Rouse.
The EP kicks off with "Somehow You
Could Always Tell," a sad, plaintive
heartbreaker of a song-proof that
Rouse is far from a one record wonder.
Rouse's new record is already finished
and awaiting release; hopefully Slow
River will do a proper job of promoting
one of the music world 's finest new tale nts.

Performance
and Cocktails
Stereophonics
(V2)

THE SHIV 0 EM,TJ IDTTI.E • MDIIDAJ, 101•
THE IACKSTJlEET IDJS 0 AU·STATE AilE/fA •
TUESDJ THJlU THUilSDAJ, 1016·1011
'UIL/C EIIEMJ 0 HDUSE D, ILUES •
WED/IESDAJ, 10/6
DIAIIE IZZD 0 SCHUIAS • WEDIIESDAJ, 1016
LUCIIIDA WIUIAMS 0 lliVEiliA • THUilSDAJ,
1011
'A/ISJ DIVISID/1 0 LDUIIIE AI · 'll/DAJ, 1011
THE IEATIIUTS 0 riDE'S • 'll/DAJ, 1011

I was lucky enough to stumble upon
a used promo copy of this record a few
weeks before it was released . At that
time, the Stereophonics publicity
machine was already in full force.
Posters, postcards, magazine ads- all
touted the numerous British music
awards the band had won .
The British press has dubbed the
Stereophonics as everything from "the
next Radiohead" to "the next Blur." In
truth, the Stereophonics have a lot
more in common with The Manic Street
Preachers.
Like the Manics, the Stereophonics
are sonically reminiscent of 1970s and
' 80s American rock. It's a mix of classic rock and candy metal that somehow manages to sound fresh . The two
opening tracks are painful. The band
comes off sounding like the next
Poison. After that initial disappointment, the album takes off.
There is. however. nothing very
British about it. The Brits are going
through a harsh down cycle pop-music
wise. For the past year they have
been latching onto an impressive
amount of Scottish bands with incredi-

bly fresh sounds. Arab Strap, Mogwai,
Belle and Sebastian and the Delgados
are all providing groundbreaking
incredible new music-the Brits are a little jealous. They are searching for a
savior, and that's too much to ask of
the Stereophonics. Performance and
Cocktails is a solid, enjoyable record,
but it is definitely not the
next big
thing.

Debt and
Departure
Those
Bastard Souls
(V2)
It's post-Zeppelin, post-grunge, but
it's nothing new. This is classic rock for
indie boys. On Debt and Departure,
lead singer David Shouse slips comfortably into a Bowie/Buckley vocal
style-with almost magical results. He,
along with the rest of the band, gets
into trouble when they attempt a more
bluesy feel. It comes off feeling rather
cheesy and contrived. Debt and
Departure can be summarized simply-the best tracks are wonderful and
worst tracks are awful.
Basically, Those Bastard Souls are
growing out of a Grifter's side project
and into a full-fledged band-one that
could become rather powerful.

BILLY O ' KEEFE

Viewpoints/New Media Editor
The Fragile
Nine Inch Nails
(Nothing)
After finally releasing its latest album,
The Fragile, after a five-year hiatus,
Nine Inch Nails is free to release a follow-up whenever they like. Let's just
hope it's sooner than later.
A sprawling two-disc effort that starts
nicely with the opening track
"Somewhat Damaged" but goes
nowhere afterward, The Fragile is
flooded with mid-tempo sludge disguised as art. The music has a blurring
sameness to it, the beats are few and
far between, and the trademark
Nine Inch Nails crunch that rarely
seeps through the mud is unremarkable at best. To make matters worse, a
striking number of tracks don't even utilize the band's most important weapon,
Trent Reznor's voice.
It's not a total wash, however; the
first single "Starfuckers INC." is a electrified dig that makes its target, Marilyn
Manson, look like Miss Piggy. And
while "The Big Comedown" may not
break any real ground, it gives a nice
jolt at the end of a journey that was
simply too long.
Nine Inch Nails should be commended for trying to take a familiar sound
into unfamiliar territory. Unfortunately,
the gambit failed, and the band sounds
terribly dated here. One hopes that the
next time around, Reznor and company
will do what they do best: Make music
that simply scares the hell out of
Wai-Mart shoppers. This one won't do.

If you have some writing experience and would like to submit some
CD reviews, contact us at
Editor@ccchronicle.com
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Paul

by Billy O'Keefe

Paul

by Billy O'Keefe
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THE CHQONICLE
Escaped convicts disguised as beauty pageant experts?
This could get ugly.

COME TO ALUMNI CLUB
(2251 N. LINCOLN AVENUE) ON FRIDAY, OCTOBER 81"
BETWEEN 8PM AND 1OPM
TO CELEBRATE THE OPENING OF MIRAMAX FILMS' HAPPY TEXAS!
A limited number of promotional items will be given out! You must be 21 to participate. Hope to see you there!

I Happy Texas will be playing at 600 N. Michigan Theatres and Loews Cineplex Webster Place beginning Friday~ October 8th. I

GET HAPPY 10.8.99

COLUMBIA
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Abracadabra!!
Free

Passes Have Appearedll

[N

IMAX®3D

NA RRATED B't ANTHONY HOPKIN S

IMU lllr11~11 1 iiUilW~~~~IIW ·m[~l[l &ill:m[M~l 001' 1.1 [·00ij~iW [~l[ifi.I[~I -III IIBIIIU11~ lH~~m~ ~~~~~~~ij~JIIi~ 111 f~i~i! flM1~mm
11m~ ~~~~~~ ~~m~~~~ rmwHoow~ ~~~ .,~IIIWI ~~~~ ':m
YIIItm~J~~m~~ ~~w. m :::n~~ MI~[OO 11lll~
-: ~UJ ~1m1~ ,.:J~11mm~1 lUMU.ntH~ ~~~mm~oo1 mM~ mw~~ -:~~m u!w~ •nrm~ m
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AN
www.ima x .com
www.siegfri e d a ndroy.com

I MAX

EXPE RIENCE•

0 I?'?? MACIC ka:

rwovcn:..l

It's t ime to g et o u t '=JOUr m agic w and and d o a li ttle h ocu s p ocu s of '=JOUr own! S impi'=J
dem o n s t r ate a m a gic t ric k a t t h e Ch roni c le Offic e [Room 205 W a b ash B uild ing ) to win a
tic k et [Admit Two ) to a s p e c ia l a d van c e scr eening of the n e w
IMAX 3- 0 f ilm . "SIE6FRI ED & ROY: THE MA6 1[ BOX ...

The 5creening will take place at the Navy Pier lmax Theatre
on Thur5day, October 7th.
NM
VYA
..
X
. .A
...
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Pa55e5 are a v aila ble while 5upplie5

la!i~

on a

fir!i~-com e , fir!i~-!ierved

b a!ii !i.

"!iiE6FRIED & ROY: THE MA61[ BOX" open!i FRIDAY, 0[108ER 15
at Loew!i [ineplex Navy Pier IMAX Theater and at Marcu!i IMAX in Addi!ion!
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THI COLUMBIA (HRONICLI
invites you and your ''best man''
to a s ecial advance screening
TA YE

~I A

1) I G G S
LO N G

For your chance to win passes, simply stop by:

The Columbia Chronicle office
Wabash Building, Suite 205
Passes are available on a first-come, first-served basis. Each pass admits two.
No purchase necessary. Only one pass per person, please.

THE BEST MAN opens nationwide October 22nd

~~~
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THf COLUMBIA CHRONICLE
invites you and a guest to a
special advance screening of
a ne~ romantic comedy
MICHELLE PFEIFFER
BRUCE WIIJJS

11-IE

STORYoFUS
CASTLE ROCK ENTERTAINMENT ~AROB REINERFP.H'THESTORY Of US•
em ROBERT LEIGHTON ~LILLY KILVERT ~ HI01AEL OiAPMAN
lllliti II ~
~FREYSTOTTooFRANKCAPRAIII ~ROB REINER, JESSIENaSON oo ALANZ'NEIBR
CJ.!.tfi~~ !Rf!t:-£F;-9. ~ALAN ZWEIBEL & JESSIE NELSON ~ROB REINER AUNIVERSAl.BfW$~

"'ERIC Q.APTON WITH MARCSHAJMAN

www.the5toryolu&. net

www.casde-rock.com

For your chance to win passes to see THE STORY OF US, simply write a story in
50 words or less about the way you met your significant other. Bring it to:

The Columbia Chronicle
Wabash Building, Suite 205
Monday-Thursday 9-5
Passes are available on a first-come, first-served basis. Each pass admits two.
No purchase necessary. Only one pass per person, please.

THE STORY OF US opens nationwide October 15th
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Monday, October 11 - Student Center (Room 311 )

0
0
0

0

Housing: On and off campus living arrangements
Transportation: Getting around Chicago and beyond
Shopping: Where to find the best buys
Student Life Services: Student resources and services

1\iesday, October 12 - Hokin Hall Theater
0

0
0
0

Immigration: INS information and legal referrals
Identification Cards: Essential cards for your daily use
Employment: On and off campus opportunities
Money for College: Where and how to search

Wednesday, October 13 -Student Center (Room 311 )
0

0
0

Time Management: Planning your time wisely
College credits: Meeting your degree requirements
Students Organizations: Exploring your other talents

c

o

For International
L~
Students
•

A

Columbia College Ch icago

Ssponsored by:
The Retention
Initiative Program
under the
Student Life and
Development Office
Promoted by:
The International
Student Advising Unit at
Student Life
The International
Student Organization

(Thereafter, a reception will follow)

Thursday, October 14 - Hokin Hall Theater

0
0
0

Winter Tips: Dressing for the season
Security on Campus: Safety on and off campus
Phone Calls: Making long distance calls

Note: All Sessions begin at 4:30p.m. - 6 p.m. except Oct. 13.

For further information on
College Smart Workshop Series for Int'l Students
please contact Symon Ogeto at
312-344-7457 or
e-mail: sogeto@popmail.colum.edu

ACROSS
1 Gymnast

Comaneci
6BigM
1 Deuce
Gray and Moran
Half of Hispaniola
Auction action
New ~ India

F111ancial

The NGiions Premltr EnteruUniJitnt COitiJHUIY Is In smell of. ..

checkup
Lyric poem
Newts

MTV Sty/1

Profrt f19ure
_down (held
up)
Writing
inplements
Sargent or Pam

o,,,,.,

Hlq HegiBrgk lMtrcll'l

Poor grades
Owl's call
Makes
weatherproof
Frtting
Honors formally
CBS logo
'Wild Bill" co-star
Mind
Lower digits
Reprimanded
Enticement
British sausage

Commotion
Oe\lelop a
plumbing
problem
SOft metal
State of balance
Ugh!headed
D81jeehng, e.g.
Kazakhstan

MC'I/Dls
7 Baa Arthur sitcom

8 Gave a hand

9 Be up and about
10 Successful atbats
11 Prime cut
12 Broaden
13 "Wafting for Lefty"
dramatist
21 Uveon
24 Round legume
25 Roe source
26 Arizona tribe
27 Of a cycle
28Expected
29 U.S. Open

1
2
3
4
5

6

DOWN
Beatty and
Rorem
Region
Pickle choice
Uve in
"1, Robot" author
Isaac
Utopia

32
33
34
35
37
38

winner of 1994
Church SISter
Severity

"Jane
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Plant Starter
Visualize
Gore and
D'Amato
41 Ready or _
42 Having more
ringlets

3 1

, n

_ on (incite)
Small hound
Insane
Nice farewell?
Director De
Palma
50 Church passage

45
46
47
48
49

d-

Nationwide Entertainment Co.steady positiOM available immediately.
Primarily weekend work Excellent personality and dance skills a Must!

Call847-729-0400
for details and audition info.
www.totalentertajoment.com

Chicago

Atlanta

St. Louis

Florida

New York

52 Stimulus
53 Skin p1
54 "So Big" and
"Giant" author
Ferber
55 Annexes
56 Rote or Petty

Classifieds
Earn Income by linking others to new
website . If interested e-mail
mjgrimm@mtco.com or call (309)263-1248
and leave message.

SEX PAYS!!! Big money to be earned in
the exciting world of adult
entertainment. 100% safe and legal.
Visit www.sex-pays.com!ll

EDUCATION : NIELSEN CHILDCARE
AND L EARNING CENTER IN NORTHBROOK. Teachers for infants, toddlers &
Browse icpt.com for Spring break "2000."
pre-school P.T. 7:00-10:30 or 2 :30-6 :00
ALL destinations offered. Trip Participants, M-F Rate per Ed/Exper CALL 84 7-564Student Orgs. & Ca mpus Sales Reps
3309
wanted . Fabulous parties, hotels & prices.
Call Inter-Campus 800-327-6013
RETAIL SALES POSITION
The Blue C hicago Sto re has openings for
enthusiastic salespeople. We are a unique
CHILD CARE Earn extra $ working special retailer of apparel, music and art located in
events . Temp. p/t, weekdays/eve. $7 -9/hr. River North. Must be available evenings
and weekends. Apply in person at 534 N.
Exp. and refs. req. Call 800-942-9947 .
Clark St. 312-661 - 1003

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

***ACT NOW! Get the best SPRING
BREAK PRICES! South Padre, Cancun,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Acapulco, Florida &
Mardi gras. Reps Needed ... Travel Free ,
Earn$$$. GROUP QISCOUNTS FOR 6+.
800-838-8203
www.LEISURETO URS.COM

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING PAYS

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
It is really easy to place a classified
advertisement.... just pick up the
phone and talk to our friendly ad
reps.

For Information ca/1312·344-7432
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by Linda Black
Aries (March 21-April19). Starting Monday, you'll have to
think quickly for several weeks. Luckily, you're good at that.
On Monday and Tuesday, you're lucky, so take risks then. Be
your own quality control inspector on Wednesday and
Thursday so you find all the mistakes first. Follow- don't
lead- on Friday and Saturday. On Sunday, hold your temper
even if that's not easy.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21). Friends are abundant this
week, but so are insecurities. Use the former to help you overcome the latter. Travel could get complicated on Monday and
\\W~~JJJJ Tuesday. Take care. Demand respect on Wednesday and
Thursday. It increases your value. Friday and Saturday are
good for group activities, but you may want to spend some time
alone on Sunday.

Taurus (April 20-May 20). Partnership issues will beg for
resolution for the next few weeks. The domestic partnership
takes top priority on Monday and Tuesday. By Wednesday,
love should blossom again, and it will thrive after Thursday.
Your health looks good, too. Do pace yourself on Friday and
Saturday, though . Let the secrets come out in a private
setting on Sunday.

Gemini (May 21-June 21). This week you're lucky in love
- and with just about everything else. That's good because
you also need to be careful of what you say. Don't push that
luck too far by divulging others' secrets. Learn and teach on
Monday and Tuesday. Clean up your act on Wednesday and
Thursday. Relax with your loved ones on Friday and Saturday.
Save the chores for the last minute on Sunday.

Cancer (June 22-July 22). This week change things around
at home for the better. Romance flourishes on Monday and
Tuesday, but you may be concerned about money.
Wednesday and Thursday are good for catching up on your
reading. Whip your home into shape on Friday and Saturday
and schedule another big date for Sunday.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22). You're getting more curious this
week. You're lookin' exceptionally good on Monday and
Tuesday. Ask probing questions then. Generate more income
on Wednesday and Thursday. Gather with your clan for fun on
Friday and Saturday and for coming to a new agreement on
Sunday.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) . Get yourself a special treat this
week. You've earned it. Don't feel guilty on Monday or
Tuesday, either. Make plans instead. Think of ways to make
more money on Wednesday and Thursday and do it on Friday
and Saturday. Your neighborhood's where the action is on
Sunday.

Capricorn· (Dec. 22-Jan. 19). Let people know what you
can do this week, and they may let you. Others may be
involved, but you'll take a leadership position. Find the money
on Monday and Tuesday. Use it to travel, if at all possible, on
Wednesday and Thursday. Business should go well on Friday
and Saturday. Confide to a friend who can keep a secret on
Sunday.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb 18). Practice listening this week.
On Monday and Tuesday, a person you don't like much could
be your best coach. Count your money on Wednesday and
Thursday. You'll be antsy on Friday and Saturday, and it may
be hard to concentrate on business. You could run into somebody who'll be good for you on Sunday.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20). Money management takes top
priority this week. If you don't know how, you can learn. On
Monday and Tuesday, market your talents. Wednesday and
Thursday are good for making agreements, including wedding
vows. You'll want to spend on Friday and Saturday, so try to
have a little extra saved up by then. Sunday's good for a long
walk and a long talk.
If You're Having a Birthday This Week ...
Oct. 4: Unleash your creativity and button your lip for greatest success this
year.
Oct. 5: Love's the prize for achieving perfection. Put in the effort.
Oct. 6: Drop a bad habit and find a new love. Build on your mistakes.

Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 23). You're cruisin' on Monday and
Tuesday. Don't go too far into debt, however. It'll be easy to
do. Old issues get resolved-on Wednesday and Thursday,
especially if you push to make sure that happens. On Friday
and Saturday, money's tight, but love is free. Take care of
practical matters on Sunday.

Oct. 7: Take care of the little things, and love will take care of the rest. Ignore
someone who says you can't learn.
Oct. 8: You're lookin' good this year! Be kind to those less fortunate.
Oct. 9: You're blossoming. You can't be stopped. Push through the asphalt to
the light.
Oct. 10: This year think and plan ahead to make your money grow.

Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21). After Monday, it's easier to
express yourself for several weeks. Take care who you're talking with when that happens. Play your cards close to your
chest on Monday and Tuesday. Wednesday and Thursday are
easier, especially while you're with a dear friend. Put papers in
order on Friday and Saturday and relax on Sunday.
Linda explains what's going on in greater detail at (900) 950-9000, for 99 cents
per minute. To leave a message, call (888) 522-9533 for free.
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HEY YOU! HEY YOU!
$$$ Need Money $$$
Work on campus in food service.
Apply now at the Unde round.
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"Your soup is getting cold"
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Big Ten Conference will
be decided by 11 games
here are 35 games left in
the Big Ten football season. Eleven of them will
decide who smells the roses, or
better yet, who tastes the sugar
in New Orleans on Jan. 4.
Michigan, Michigan State,
Ohio State, Penn State, Purdue
and Wisconsin all have a shot
GRAHAM COUCH
at the Big Ten Title. Yes, I
know the standings say
ASSISTANT EDITOR
Minnesota is 3-0 and Illinois
has only lost one game, but they have almost no shot.
Prairie View A&M has a better chance at making a
bowl game then Illinois has of winning this year's Big
Ten Title.
Minnesota has looked impressive thus far, but they
have yet to face anybody with an 11-man defense. The
conference is too tough this season for the Gophers to
shock everybody as Northwestern did several years ago.
This season the Big Ten could be called the Big Six.
Five teams are in the top 15 and Wisconsin is just out of
the Top 25 after a close loss to Michigan.
Of the six teams, Michigan State has the toughest
schedule remaining. They face all five of the heavyweights in their remaining six games. The Spartans
chances are helped slightly as they get to host Michigan,
Ohio State and Penn State.
Wisconsin, no surprise, has the easiest schedule left to
compleie. They match up against only Michigan State
and Purdue in thei r final six contests. The Badgers
always seem to wind up with the easiest schedule. They
should already be on probation for scheduling Murray
State, Ball State, and Cincinnati as their non-conference
opf'Onents. Unfortunately for the cheese heads, they are
the slowest team of the Big Six.
All s ix teams have a legitimate shot at winning the
conference. These are the 11 games that will decide who
is crowned.
0Cf.9
Michigan at Michigan State
Baring a complete collapse against Iowa, MSU should
be 5-0 and ready to give Michigan their toughest test yet.
This match up should be a defensive war. The Spartans
are ranked No. 4 in the nation in run defense and yield a
meager 51.8 yards a game rushing. The Wolverines are
just as tough. Their defense has only given up 13.5
points a game.
Purdue at Ohio State
Two of the nations top quarterbacks will do battle
when the Boilermakers and Buckeyes meet. Everyone
knows about Purdue's Drew Brees, but teams are finding
out fast about Ohio State's Steve Bellesari. Bellesari,
who just won the starting job several weeks ago, is
ranked fourth nationally with a 160.9 pass rating.
0Cf.16
Michigan State at Purdue
This game may very well decide which one of these
teams goes down to the wire with perennial powers

T

Michigan and Penn
State. Michigan State
will try to avoid what
has become the curse
of Purdue. In each of
the last two meetings,
the Spartans have
blown 11-point leads
late in the
fourth-quarter.
Ohio State at Penn
State
Penn State went into
Columbus last year
and got spanked 28-9.
The story should be
different this year in
Happy Valley. Ohio
State is not as tough
as last year's "pro
team" and Penn State
is a much more experienced squad. The
loser of this game will
see their championship hopes take a
huge hit.
OCT. 23
Michigan State at
Wisconsin
This is a make or
break game for the
Badgers. A win and
they might just back
their way into a trip to
Pasadena. A defeat
would be their second
conference loss and
probably knock them
from a New Year's Day bowl game.
Penn State at Purdue
As of now, this contest pairs the league's two most
prolific passing attacks. However, by late October this
will probably be a match up of Purdue's air-it-out
offense and the Nittany Lions stingy defense. If Purdue
gets by MSU the week before and Penn State beats Ohio
State, the importance of this one doubles.
NOV.6
Ohio State at Michigan State
Even if this game did not mean anything in the standings, you can bet the Buckeyes want this one. A year ago
the Spartans came into Columbus and beat Ohio State
28-24, all but ruining their National Title chances. That
was the only loss the Buckeyes suffered all year. This
one should be fun.
Wisconsin at Purdue
Wisconsin looks like a classic Big Ten team- pound
it up the gut until the opponent screams mercy. Purdue
looks more like a WAC team with more talent. If both

BIG TEN Standings
(as of October 1st)

w

L

Pet.

w

L

Pet.

Penn State

0

1.000

5

Michigan

0

1.000

4

0

1.000

Michigan State

0

1.000

4 0

1.000

Purdue

0

1.000

4 0

1.000

0

1.000

Illinois

0

.000

3

.750

Northwestern

0

.000

2 2

.500

Wisconsin

0

.000

2 2

.500

Indiana

0

1

.000

3

.250

Minnesota

0

0

.000

3 0

1.000

3

Ohio State

0

0

.000

Iowa

0

0

.000

.750
2

.333

I•
I•
I•
I•
I

teams are in the hunt, this is a great one-if they're not,
it still is.
NOV. 13
Michigan at Penn State
With the Buckeyes and Spartans waiting in the wings,
the loser of this battle will probably be out of the race.
The winner, on the other hand, might be the favorite.
NOV. 20
Ohio State at Michigan
The ultimate rivalry meets again. Can any two schools
hate each other more? This game probably will be for
much more than tradition.
Penn State at Michigan State
While it is not OSU vs. UM, this match-up has developed into a rivalry of its own. Two years ago the
Spartans dominated the highly favored Nittany Lions.
Last season, the favor was returned. Both teams have
brutal schedules that make it difficult to believe that this
game will decide the Big Ten Title.

Saturday In the Blq Ten
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Random Acts

Bears do the QB shuffle

A look at the issues in sports
as anyone noticed
all things going in
sports?
Ci rcle Dec. 27 on your
Chicago Blackhawks
schedule-Chicago at
Washington.
With the NHL season
kicking off last week, a
feud was fed during the
preseason between the
BENJAMIN TRECROCI
Blackhawks and the
SPORTS EorroR
Washington Capitals.
Aller their Sept. 25 exhibi tion brawl-filled game
against the Capitals, Washington's General Manager,
George McPhee attacked Black.hawks coach, Lorne
Molleken. After the league suspended McPhee for
one month and fined him $20,000 last week, the question remains where was security?
Here, is a general manager of the opposing team
waltzes into Blackhawks' locker room and assaults
the other coach and the only people that break it up
are players on the Black.hawks. While the game was
played in a neutral s ite-- Columbus, Ohio-- this
should not have happened.
We can only that with the heated words between the
two teams, including the 70-year-old Black.hawks'
owner, Bill Wirtz who all but called out the Cap itals
to a fight, that security will be tighter for the rematch.
Now o nto baseball... By the time this article comes
out, either the playoffs will be set by Monday or there
will be a C incinnati Reds-Houston Astros o ne-gameplayoff game, but what about the New York Mets?
Should there be a three-way tie between Houston,
Cincinnati and New York, only the Reds and Astros
must play a game to determine the National League
Central winner while New York g lides into the playoffs as the wild-card. Does this mean the wi ld-card is
more significant than winning your di vision?
What Major League Baseball should do is have the
Astros and Reds play each other to determine who the
Central Division winner is and then have the Mets
play the loser of that game and the winner of that
game is the wild-card representative . Th is way. the
division wi nner earned the title and the Mets truly
earn their spot.
I' m am not sure ifMLB thought of thi s possibi lity
or maybe they just don't want to delay the stan of the
playoffs by a day and let down their television executives by only having one game on televi sion.
Whether thi s comes true this year or not is why they
play the games, but it might happen in the futu re.
Turning to that once proud sport of professional
basketball. Former Chicago Bull,soon be former
Houston Rocket, Scottie Pippen ri pped in teammate
Charles Barkley after Barkley questioned Pippen 's
decision that he would welcome a trade to the Los
Angeles Lakers. In an interview aired on ESPN,
Pippen said that Barkley owed him an apology for,
"coming to play with his fat butt."
What happened to teams keeping these type of
problems in-house? Now, their is no way that Pippen
can play with Baricley again, not to mention any of his
teammates who are evidently going to chose sides.
This feud goes back to Bulls vs. 76ers days and
Barkley's thwarted attempt at NBA title in '93 in
which his Phoenix Suns lost to the Bulls and evidently continues today. Nice teammates!
And don't even get me started on that golf thing
between the USA and England at the Ryder Cup.
Until next time, keep your inues to younelfl
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The year was I 985, and the
Chicago Bears were the kings of
the NFL. Our Monsters of the
Midway had just won the Super
Bowl, and cocky quarterback
Jim McMahon was leading the
cheers.
Now let's fast forward to the
present. It's the summer of
I999, and the commissioner of
the NFL steps to the mic to
announce that the Chicago Bears
DONNIE SEALS
have chosen Cade McNown
AsSISTANT PHOTO
from UCLA as their first choice.
EDITOR
McNown, the young quarterback from UCLA has been
drafled by the Chicago Bears to be the future of the fran chise. Whether he wi ll succeed or not is unknown, but
the pressure and the history of Bears' quarterbacks surviving in this windy city is heavy.
Whenever a new quarterback enters Soldier Field for
the first time
to play, I pity
him because I
never know if
they can withstand the pressure. So many
quarterbacks
have come
through the
offensive prog ram, that you
would think
the Bears were
holding tryo uts for quarterbacks every
season.
Mike
Tomczak, one
of the first
quarterbacks
under coach
Mike Ditka
after Jim
McMahon,
was hyped to The Bears, as well as defenses,
lead the Bears
back to the playoffs. Jim Harbaugh, began a successful
run with the Bears. Erik Kramer, the most successful
Bear quarterback since McMahon, was plagued by
injuries for most of his career with the team . The Bears
staff also moved him from starting quarterback, to third
string, then backup and back again. Kramer ne ver cons is-

tently held a position on the roster, and that ultimately led
to his downfall.
Rick Mirer, a six million dollar signing for the Bears,
was acquired from the Seattle Seahawks to help with the
offense, yet Erik Kramer took most of the snaps. During
Dave Wandstedt's run as head coach for the Bears, even
young Moses Moreno started one game for the Bears.
Shane Matthews, our current starting quarterback, has
been in the league for years, and has never started a game
for any NFL team until last week against the Kansas City
Chiefs.
Cade McNown, the future of the franchise, sits on the
bench and watches. I don't believe McNown is ready to
take on the task of attempting to lead the Bears' offense
against anyone, but with all the investment they have put
into this boy, you would think they would have someone
else besides Matthews to show him the way. It .also
seems as if every quarterback we try to assimilate into
our so-ca lled offense somehow fails.
What is even more ironic is that when the Bears cut
these quarterbacks from the team, they succeed elsewhere. The Indianapolis Colts signed Harbaugh, and
went to the
playoffs a few
years ago. Now
Harbaugh starts
on the San
Diego Chargers
alongside
anothe~ ex-Bear
quarterback,
Kramer. Mirer,
who tailed miserably at the
starting quart6.
back spot for
the Bears a few
seasons ago,
became the
starting quarterback for the NY
Jets recently
when Vinny
Testaverde went
down for the
season.
Quarterbacks
have never
ran Erik Kramer into the turf.
found a good
home here in
Chicago, and when I see and hear hype for McNown, I
don't get excited . McNown has a lot to learn just like all
rookie quarterbacks do, but to take his first snaps here in
Chicago where quarterbacks don't survive could hurt his
·
chances for success.

